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Abstract
The most expressive way humans display emotions is through facial expressions. The aim of facial expression recognition
methods is to build a system for classification of facial expressions from continuous video input automatically. The method
proposed by Viola and Jones is used to detect the face region. Since the mouth plays a vital role in expressing emotions, the mouth
features are used for classifying expressions. The mouth intensity code value (MICV) extracted from the mouth region is used as a
feature in this work. This MICV difference between the first and the greatest facial expression intensity frame is used as an input
to a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to recognize facial expression.
Keywords-- Face Detection; Mouth Intensity Code Value (MICV); Facial Expression Recognition; Hidden Markov Model
(HMM).

I.

INTRODUCTION

Facial Expression Recognition (FER) from video is an
essential research topic in computer vision, impacting
important applications in areas such as human–computer
interaction and data-driven animation. Facial expression
recognition is a sort of visual learning process.
Applications include video conferencing, forensics,
virtual reality, computer games, machine vision etc., In
this work four different expressions happy, surprise,
disgust and normal are considered.
1.1 Related Work
Detailed review of existing methods on facial
expression is seen in[1,2]. Many methods have been
proposed for face tracking which include active contours
[3], robust appearance filter [4], probabilistic tracking
[5], adaptive active appearance model [6] and active
appearance model [7]. Facial expression recognition from
still image has less precision with respect to video
sequence because a single image offers much less
information than a sequence of images for expression
recognition processing. Bassili [8] conclude that the
facial expression was more accurately recognized from
dynamic images than from a single static image. Yacoob
and Davis [9] used optical flow to track the motion of
brows, eyes, nose and mouth. A lookup table to classify
six standard facial expressions was presented in their
approach.

Otsuka and Ohya [10] presented a feature point
tracking approach, where feature points are chosen
automatically in the first frame of a given facial
expression sequence. This is achieved by acquiring
potential facial feature points from local saddle points of
illuminance distributions. Difference image-based motion
extraction was employed in [11].
A wide range of classification algorithms (e.g. Hidden
Markov Models (HMMs) [12], Bayesian network
classifier [13], Support Vector Machine (SVM) [14][15],
Neural network (NN) [16][17] PCA [18], LDA [19])
have been applied to the facial expression recognition
problem.
Section 2 describes the Face Detection procedure and
mouth feature extraction using MICV feature. Expression
recognition using HMM is presented in Section 3.
Section 4 shows the Experimental results of our approach
and Section 5 concludes this work.
II.

F ACE EXPRESSION RECOGNITION

Boosting and cascading detectors have gained great
popularity in face tracking applications, due to their
efficiency in selecting features for face detection. This
work exploits Adaboost algorithm [20] for face detection.
Considering the intensity scale of the different facial
expressions, each person has his/her own maximal
intensity of displaying a particular facial action.
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It is useful to recognize the temporal intensity change
of expressions in videos. Based on this idea, this
proposed work makes use of the mouth region intensity
code value namely MICV as feature for facial expression
recognition. Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) have been
widely used to model the temporal behaviors of facial
expressions from image sequences. This work exploits
HMM to recognize facial expression.
2.1 Face/Mouth Region Detection
Face detection is the first stage of an automated face
recognition system, since a face has to be located before
it is recognized. The face-detection component of our
method is based on the well-known Viola-Jones detector
(Viola and Jones, 2001). This detector is known for its
computational efficiency and performance. Viola and
Jones employed efficient machine learning. Viola and
Jones further improved the efficiency of the face detector
by creating a cascade of boosted classifiers. Patches are
processed in a stage-wise fashion through the cascade. If
at any stage of the cascade a patch is rejected, it is
classified as a non-face area. Only those patches that
reach the final stage are classified as a face area.
The combination of the integral image representation
and the cascaded AdaBoost algorithm has been shown to
be a highly effective face detector that is used in virtually
all real-time face detection software. A method called
boosting discard the vast majority of features and retain
only those that contributes face detection.
In the face-detection component, the Viola-Jones
detector is used to localize the face within each frame of
the video. We adopt their standard settings of the
detector: the window-size is 24 X 24 pixels and the
number of feature types is equal to 3.The three types of
haar-like features shown in Fig. 1 are used to extract the
facial features Whenever the Viola-Jones detector fails to
localize a face (which happens occasionally due to an
occlusion or an uncommon pose), we determine the face
location by interpolating the detected face locations in
the preceding and succeeding frames. The output of the
face-detection component corresponds to square subimages covering the face with dimensions that range
from 1162 to 1262 pixels, depending on the distance of
the face to the camera. Fig. 2 shows a few samples of
the detected face, eye and mouth region.

Fig. 1. Types of haar-like features for feature selection

Fig. 2. Images showing detected face, eye and mouth region

2.2 Feature Extraction from Mouth Region
Feature is a descriptive portion extracted from an
image or a video stream. Visual data exhibit numerous
types of features that could be used to recognize or
represent the information it reveals. These features
exhibit both static and dynamic properties. Classification
or recognizing an appropriate video relies on competent
use of these features that provide discriminative
information useful for high-level classification. The
following subsection present the description of the
feature used in this study.
2.2.1 Mouth Intensity Code Value (MICV)
In this section, the method to compute MICV for
mouth region is presented, which characterizes the
intensity variations between blocks that corresponds to
the mouth region in a video frame. The method uses a
simple procedure that divides a mouth region into blocks
and creates a code called MICV which represents the
intensity difference between blocks in a frame. Eq. (1)
illustrates the generation of proposed MICV feature. i
and j represents the ith and jth blocks in a frame. MICV is
generated using
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Where x(i), x(j) are the average intensities of the ith
and jth blocks respectively. To generate the MICV, for
example, the frame is divided into 5 x 5 blocks to
generate the feature vector. Fig. 3 shows the detected
mouth region and the 5 x 5 representation of mouth
region.

First element in the feature vector compares the
intensity of 1st and 2nd block; second element compares
the intensity of 1st and 3rd block and so on. The distance
or error between the two comparison codes P = (p1, p2,
···, pn).and Q= (q1, q2, ···, qn) can be calculated using

Where
III.

Fig . 3. 5 X 5 representation of mouth region

Each block in a frame is compared with every other
block to generate MICV using “Eq. (1)”. For example, if
the image is divided into 5 x 5 blocks, then “Eq. (1)”
generates 300 dimensional feature vectors.

is the bit-wise exclusive-OR operation

EXPRESSION RECOGNITION USING HMM

Feature classification is performed in the last stage of
an automatic facial expression analysis system. Hidden
Markov models (HMM) are commonly used in the field
of speech recognition, but are also useful for facial
expression analysis as they allow to model the dynamics
of facial actions. Several HMM-based classification
approaches can be found in the literature [21, 22, 23] and
were mostly employed in conjunction with image motion
extraction methods.
The idea is that expressions have a unique temporal
pattern and recognizing these patterns can lead to
improved classification results. For the recognition of
facial expressions, 4 HMM one for each expression is
adopted.

HMM for expression 1

HMM for expression 2
Feature vector
(MICV)

MAX

O/P expression

HMM for expression 3

HMM for expression 4
Fig. 4 . HMM classification system

3.1 Hidden Markov model (HMM)
HMM assumes that an input observation sequence of
feature vectors follows a multi-state distribution, an
output symbol is produced based on the probability
distribution It is expressed by the initial state distribution
(π), the state transition probabilities (A), and the
observation probability distribution in each state (B).

In HMM training, it estimates the parameter set λ =
(A, B, π), for each class based on the training sequences.
It enters a new state based on the transition probability
depending on the previous state. After making the
transition depending on the current state, an output
symbol is produced based on the probability distribution.
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For HMM training, MICV is extracted from each
frame in the video sequence and is given as input to
estimate the parameters of HMM. The following steps
are implemented using HTK toolkit for the expression
recognition.
1. HInit does initialization. It computes an initial set of
parameter values using Viterbi alignment to segment the
training observations and then recomputes the parameters
by pooling the vectors in each segment.
2. To determine the parameters of HMM, the output of
HInit is fed as input to HRest. The models are reestimated using Baum-Welch re-estimation.
3. Testing the data against the model built.
The HMM classification scheme used in the present
approach is shown in Fig. 4. Initially, separate HMMs
are used for each expression. MICV is fed as input to the
HMM. Finally, the maximum output obtained is
considered as the output expression.
IV.

Where α is weighting factor and α = 0.5 is used.
Fig. 5 shows the subject expressing different
expressions. Recognition accuracy has been measured for
the four expressions under various resolutions of the
faces. The system is able to handle a relatively wide
range of face resolutions. Recognition result for various
expressions is shown in Table 1. It is observed that
among the four expressions “happy” expression is
recognized better than the others. Fig. 6 shows the plot of
the accuracy at various face resolution. From Fig. 7, it is
observed that, as the resolution of face is low then the
system fails to detect the features (eye, mouth) as well
the expressions at lower resolution.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we present the experimental results on
real-world facial expression dataset. Experiments are
conducted on a PC with Logitech webcam Pro9000, 2
megapixel sensors autofocus and mounted on a Intel
Xeon® processor in an Ubuntu 12.04 LTS operating
system.
Experiments are carried out on 1 hour of video for
training and 30 minutes for testing. Precision (P) and
recall (R) are the commonly used evaluation metrics and
these measures are used to evaluate the performance of
the proposed system. The measures are defined as
follows:

The work used F-score as the combined measure of
Precision (P) and recall (R) for calculating accuracy
which is defined as follows:

Fig. 5. Real-time test samples showing facial expressions
TABLE 1:
Recognition accuracy for expressions

Expression

Precision (%)

Recall (%)

F- Score
(%)

Happy

96

92

94.0

Surprise

93

91

92.0

Disgust

90

84

86.0

Neutral

84

78

81.0
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Fig. 6. Accuracy at different face resolution
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Fig. 7. Results for the different resolution faces (Facial features and facial expressions are not recognized at 45 x 45 pixels)

V.

CONCLUSION

In this work, a simple approach to automatically
recognize facial expression using HMM is presented. The
proposed work is able to detect human faces and extract
features at different resolutions from the real time video.
Among the four expressions, happy expression has been
recognized with an accuracy of 94%. Expressions
Neutral and disgust cannot be distinguished well. Hence
the future work aims to apply the feature extracted in this
work to the eye region and also considering more number
of expressions.
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